
Homosassa River Garden Club
….Standard Flower Show (S.F.S.) Glossary....

Artificial: Made or manufactured to simulate natural appearance. Artificial flowers, fruit, branches, seeds or foliage 
are NOT permitted in a S.F.S.

Class: Group of exhibits in a S.F.S., conforming to the same specifications or rules.
 
Condition: The appearance of plant material & components at the time of judging, as they relate to perfection; 
cleanliness, freedom from blemish, disease, tears or insect damage.

Container Grown: Plants grown in a container over a period of time, singly or in combination.

Contrived Form (aka Contrived Flower):  a form constructed of plant material that must appear as an obvious 
"fantasy flower or foliage"

Creative Design: Designs that result from the creative ideas of the artist, using plant material and components to 
organize the design elements within the limits of the principles of design. Includes abstraction.

Cultivar:  A bred hybrid. First letter of name capitalized, with full name enclosed in single quotes, or “cv” may  
precede the name with no quotes.

Decorative Unit: A complete floral design and other components such as candles used on a table exhibit.

Designer’s Choice: Any plant material or combination of plant material, fresh, dried or treated and freedom to 
choose components.

Division:  The major categories of a  S.F.S.:  Horticulture,  Design,  and Special  Exhibits.  Identified in the show 
schedule by Roman Numerals. 

Dried Plant Material:  Plant material from which all  moisture has been removed. Dried material may NOT be 
entered in Horticultural Division.

Entry/Exhibit: A horticultural specimen, design, or special exhibit prior to placement in S.F.S. is an “Entry,” after 
registration it's called an “Exhibit.”

Exhibition Mode Table: A table setting artistically arranged to provide a creative coordination of all components 
without consideration of functional placements. Type I – requires a decorative unit. Type II – has some plant  
material but no decorative unit. 

Frame  Of  Reference:  The  total  3-Dimensional  space  alloted  to  each  Exhibit.  Schedule  will  specify  space 
allowance.
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Fresh Plant Material: Any living plant or part severed from a living plant, in fresh condition. May NOT be treated 
in any way. 

Genus: A closely related group of species; the first term in a botanical name. The first letter is capitalized and 
underlined if written on a tag.

Grooming: Cleaning of plant material or containers by removing soil spray residue, insect damage, dead florets 
and leaves, etc.

Hanging Design, Type I: Non-Kinetic Design; hung on flat surface. May include any “wall hanging” - wreath, 
garland, swag, etc.

Judges Panel: A team of 3 Accredited judges or 2 Accredited & 1 Student Judge, qualified by the NGC. (2013 
show will have 2 Panels of Judges)

Pot-et-Fleur:  A Creative Design consisting of a combination of two or more rooted plants growing in soil or 
other medium with cut plant material and other (optional) components, artistically arranged in a container/s

Section: Group of classes in a S.F.S. having common characteristics or requirements.

Standard System Of Awarding: Based on point scoring, only 1 award for 1st (90 pt +), 2nd (85 pt +), and 3rd (80 pt 
+) - With unlimited honorable mentions (75 pt +), within each class. All must meet the minimum scores to earn  
any ribbons. Points are given for different established qualities.

Treated Plant Material: Dried plant material artificially altered by use of any substance.

Underwater Design:A Creative Design having component/s, including some or all plant material submerged in 
water to create interest.

Underlay: Fabric, board, etc., placed under an Exhibit to enhance staging.

NOTES:
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